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Dear Parent/Carers 

September 
Yesterday I received the government guidance as to how we will be able to ensure all of our children return to 
school in September. As you can imagine, this guidance is incredibly detailed so rest assured that we are working 
hard behind the scenes to put together our return to school plan. As soon as we have it available for you then we 
will send it out.  

Year 1 Mega Projects 

1W have been enjoying building and constructing some epic projects this week including catapults, giant marble 
runs, and bridges!  

"We made bridges out of multilink and lolly sticks. We weren't allowed more than two towers to hold it up and 
we couldn't fix the sticks together so we had to balance them like seesaws. We used blocks to weigh the ends 
down so we could make it longer. Then we made a giant bridge using meter rulers and thousand blocks. It was 
very hard to do because you had to balance and wait to see if it worked and it kept falling down! We also made a 
catapult today, first we made small ones with lolly sticks, then we made a giant one and the paper flew 
everywhere!" (written by Harris, Noah, and Tom).  
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Year 6 Hoodies 

Those of you in school this week may have noticed a colourful rainbow across Year 6! Thank you to the parents 
for helping to organise this for them and a huge thank you to the PTFA who contributed a huge amount of money 
towards this gift. I know the PTFA are extremely grateful for the support they have received over the years from 
you so to be able to give something back was extremely special. I am sure you all agree that they look fantastic! 

 

 

 

 
 

Jamie Dodson 

Headteacher 

Plea! 

Please can I ask that if you or your children come to school on bikes or scooters that you dismount before you 
enter the school grounds. We have had a number of near misses this week and we really don’t want an accident. 

Also, when you are dropping off or collecting the children from school, please can I ask that you try to limit this 
drop off to one adult only. This is in line with the guidance that we sent out at the start of this half term. 

Thank you for your co-operation in both of these matters. 


